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For several years, Miguel Conner has engaged the most prominent writers and scholars on
Gnosticism and early Christianity on Aeon Byte Gnostic Radio. These interviews with 13 leading
scholars represent one of the best ways to get to know ancient Gnosticism, the movement that
has inspired Dan Brown, Philip Pullman, Philip K. Dick and The Matrix movies. Read what the
best minds have to say about the Gnostic sects, the Gospel of Thomas, the Gospel of Judas,
Mary Magdalene, heresy, the origins of Gnosticism, and the original teachings of Jesus.Elaine
Pagels • Marvin Meyer • Bart Ehrman • Bruce Chilton • Stevan Davies • David Fideler • Birger
Pearson • John Turner • Einar Thomassen • Jason BeDuhn • Karen King • Jane Schaberg • April
DeConick“Gets at the Gnostics as they were, not as many people today would like them to
be.”Bruce Chilton, author of The Way of Jesus and Rabbi Paul“Aeon Byte is one of the most
exciting and far-seeing programs in the world of Webcasting.”Richard Smoley, author of
Forbidden Faith, The Dice Game of Shiva, and Inner Christianity“A great help to all who possess
an interest in and/or devotion to the Gnostic tradition. Warmly recommended!”Stephan Hoeller,
author of Gnosticism: New Light on the Ancient Tradition of Inner Knowing and Jung and the
Lost Gospels“An invaluable resource for those interested in the history and continuing relevance
of Gnosticism.”Sean Martin, author of The Gnostics: The First Christian Heretics, The Cathars,
and The Knights Templar“Sophia and her aeonic friends should be delighted.”Marvin Meyer,
author of The Gospel of Thomas: The Hidden Sayings of Jesus, The Gospels of Mary“You are
holding in your hands a Gnostic gem, a book that contains the rich wisdom of thirteen world-
renowned scholars who study Gnosticism and the classical world.”April D. DeConick, author of
The Thirteenth Apostle

"Find your way back to the Divine feminine living within...that deliciously sacred spark that
resides in the womb space, where we can birth in the new, and experience unrivaled pleasure
both within and without. -Keidi Keating, Author of The Light book series From the AuthorYou
have discovered the foundational wisdom of The Modern Medicine Woman. This book a manual
of sorts that I have been longing to compile for some time, to allow women easy access to this
knowledge that belongs to all of us if we can only remember. The Modern Medicine Woman
represents a body of teachings developed over a decade of study of Kundalini energy and the
healing arts. My own womb healing was self-guided in many ways, and during most of this time I
was a healing practitioner. I soon became inspired to share my growing knowledge with my yoga
students and coaching clients. I felt a call to distill ancient healing practices into an accessible
form, so others could heal more quickly than I did. And so, the Modern Medicine Woman was
officially launched in 2014. It is a community that believes our womb holds our stories and
wounding, on an archetypal and personal level. Further, we know that with inner alchemy, and



learning to work with our energy, all things can be transformed. We present workshops, writings,
videos and trainings, for the education of all women who are called to learn about womb healing
and the new feminine way. We promote alchemical tools to heal the womb on a physical and
energetic level, Shamanic teachings and coaching to restore the connection with the masculine
and feminine within and without, as well as practical information on womb health and birthing
practices. The Modern Medicine Woman lights a path for every woman to reclaim her sexuality,
empowerment and birth. The community reminds us that we are indeed able to embody
pleasure and divinity, reflecting the orgasmic nature of Mother Earth. I invite you to continue
deeper with this work by joining us at whatsyourmedicine.com. Come and meet us in person at
any of the events, trainings, and workshops. Keep up to date with the teachings as they
evolve. The first step to wholeness is listening to the little voice within that says it's time to meet
your fully potentiated self.About the AuthorCARLOTTA MASTROJANNI is a shamanic midwife
and womb healer based in Ojai, California. She supports women on their journeys of Creation
from conception through birth. Founder of The Modern Medicine Woman, Carlotta weaves
modern and ancestral wisdom on empowerment, sexuality and birth practices. She aims to bring
about a healing of the feminine lines of wounding and to restore connection with the masculine.
Carlotta teaches and leads workshops in Europe and the US, returning home to her beloved
Valley of the Moon, where she lives with her husband and son.Read more
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SmithBardic PressDublinAnd what is the light? And what is the darkness? And who is the one
who has created the earth? And who is God? And who are the angels? And what is soul? And
what is spirit? And where is the voice? And who is the one who speaks? And who is the one who
hears?Testimony of TruthIt is through me that Gnosis comes forth. I dwell in the ineffable and
unknowable ones. I am perception and knowledge, uttering a Voice by means of thought. I am
the real Voice.Trimorphic ProtennoiaAcknowledgmentsI would like to thank the ancient heretics
who inspired this program, as well as the modern heretics who supported it all these years. I
would also like to thank my family for their support, even when they looked at me perplexed for
obsessing over seemingly irrelevant ghosts of a bygone era; and especially my very aeonic and
Catholic wife, Saraphinah, who taught me that love should have been the victorious author of a
history that didn’t have to be so. Lastly, I’d like to thank my publisher, editor, friend and perennial
guest, Andrew Phillip Smith, for opening the doors of Gnosticism for me years ago with his
writings and then granting me the opportunity to open the same doors for others by taking a
chance with this book.This book is dedicated to the memory of Michael and Maria Conner,
beloved Father and Mother, who gave me life and gave me a great life so that I may hopefully
lead others to a greater life as well.Aeon Byte is, as always and forever, dedicated to those
seeking to write their own gospel and live their own myth, as Gnostics throughout history have
been loved and hated for doing.ForewordWhether we are interested in the ancient Gnostics as a
source of spiritual inspiration or simply as a fascinating historical phenomenon we must
acknowledge that there is a single fountainhead of all our knowledge of them: scholarship.
Though often maligned for its concern with minutiae and insistence on critical standards,
academic scholarship provides us with our only useful information on Gnosticism—a religion
itself concerned with a particular kind of knowledge which has a very different source and



application to that produced in the universities. Paradoxically, if we wish to understand the
worldview of those groups and individuals who focused on mystical practices, revelation, grand
metaphysical speculations, and interpreted scripture in ways that went against the grain of
orthodoxy, our best chance is to begin with a completely different kind of thinking that
emphasises sobriety, critical methodology, dialectic, peer review and full formal citation of
references. It was an illiterate Egyptian peasant, Muhammad Ali al-Samman, who discovered
the cache of the Nag Hammadi codices in December 1945. But it was scholars who recognised
their significance, restored and preserved the pages, transcribed and translated the texts and
through time-consuming research and debate revealed their meaning and background.Of
course, scholarly publications and academic papers aren’t for everyone. As a writer on
Gnosticism I see it as my function to stand midway between the academic and the seeker,
communicating the results of scholarship yet making use of whatever spiritual intuition I have to
give the reader a reliable account of these ancient heretics while imbuing the history with
personal meaning. I would guess that Miguel Conner sees himself as having a similar role,
acting as a conductor to summon the lightning from the rarefied atmosphere of academia down
to earth.Many of the scholars in this volume are able to address the general reader directly—
witness their presences in the bestseller lists. Others are specialists, carefully mining their
chosen areas of expertise. It is testimony to Miguel Conner’s unobtrusive skills as an interviewer
and his own thorough knowledge of Gnosticism that both specialists and popularisers and those
who are both at once (perhaps the majority in this book) speak lucidly and accessibly to the
reader in these interviews.The scholars included in this collection are an open-minded lot. They
are content to discover the opinions and viewpoints of the Gnostics came through and allow the
smothered history to re-emerge. Those who are Christian believers are able to put aside their
theological preferences and investigate these other forms of early Christianity that are
considered heretical. Some of them even see in the Gnostic writings the possibility of a leaven
that could invigorate the somewhat stale and heavy dough of modern Christianity.We know of
the Gnostics from two broad sources, their surviving writings and the hostile accounts of the
church fathers (and Neoplatonists). It is to their own writings, preserved mainly in the Nag
Hammadi library, which was discovered in 1945, that we must turn to read their own genuine
mythologies and opinions. Yet we are dependent on the church fathers, however obnoxious and
vilifying and spurious they may be, for information regarding Gnostic individuals and groups. We
will find no explicit mention of Valentinus or Valentinians, or Simon Magus, or even of anyone
who calls himself a Gnostic, in the codices. It is this state of affairs that has determined the
possibilities and problems of historical reconstruction. In the interviews with Birger Pearson (on
Gnosticism in general), Stevan Davies (on Gnosticism and the Gospel of Thomas), John Turner
(on the Sethians) and Einar Thomassen (on the Valentinians) there is much food for thought
regarding the origins of the Gnostics and the specific beliefs and practices of the different
groups. Recent scholarship has seen a radical re-examination of the very usefulness of the
terms Gnostic and Gnosticism, exemplified by the work of Karen King. Elaine Pagels, whose



book The Gnostic Gospels has done so much to popularize Gnosticism, joins King in
questioning the category of Gnosticism.Miguel has also interviewed scholars who, while they
may touch on Gnosticism, are chiefly concerned with other aspects of early Christianity. These
interviews dovetail nicely with those that deal with Gnosticism proper and remind us that the
Gnostics were not the only worthies in early Christianity. Bart Ehrman, one of the most popular
scholars of Christianity, specialises in textual criticism and is able to clarify the vicissitudes of the
developing texts in the New Testament canon—and the Gnostics drew heavily on the canonical
gospels and the letters of Paul in addition to the Torah. David Fideler ventures into rarely
explored territory, revealing the existence of Greek gematria in the gospels, while Bruce Chilton
shows us how a responsible form of spirituality existed in the teachings of Jesus.As the Gnostics
fade from history we find the Manichaean religion (ably described by leading expert Jason
BeDuhn) absorbing certain of their mythologies and outlook. The reappearance of Christian
dualism in the sects of the Paulicians and Bogomils, quite likely influenced by Manichaeism,
finds its culmination in the medieval Cathars, who suffered a deliberate and final extermination
via the Albigensian Crusade and the Inquisition.In the developing traditions of mainstream
Christianity Mary Magdalene was identified with the woman who was a sinner and thus
transformed into a whore. In the Gnostic texts she is an important disciple of Jesus, privy to
secret knowledge but bullied by misogynistic male disciples, typified by Peter. Karen King and
Jane Schaberg are two scholars who have been keen to deconstruct the received view of Mary
and emphasize the healthier Gnostic traditions.Lest we think that all is back-slapping and mutual
appreciation in the august halls and ivory towers, the most recently discovered Gnostic text, the
Gospel of Judas, is the subject of controversy. Marvin Meyer, one of the best known scholars of
Gnosticism, sees Judas as a heroic figure in his own gospel, while April DeConick finds him to
be an agent of the demiurge. References to the Gospel of Judas are threaded through many of
these interviews, and the controversy gives important insight into scholarly methods and
opinion.Meandering through this anthology of interviews is one of the best ways I can imagine to
get to know the discoveries and questions and controversies and firm foundations of scholarship
on Gnosticism and early Christianity. Use the interviews to salt your own historical or spiritual
quest. Listen to what these experts have to say—read and re-read them, understand their ideas,
agree with them, disagree with them, find contradictions, make objections—but above all use
them to engage yourself directly with the legacy of the ancient Gnostics.IntroductionJust eight
episodes.Eight episodes should have been enough to grant an ancient heresy a chance to make
its case on what it really stood for to an increasingly interested public. Freethought Media, an
Internet bastion for humanism and fringe ideologies, accepted my proposal, agreeing likewise. I
would produce eight episodes spanning ten hours; they would be consecrated with an equitable
balance of lambent scholars, best-selling authors from the pastures of the Esoterica, and
theologians of various liberal Christianities. The Gnostics would be given a voice. Perhaps it
would be loud enough to clear a thickening tabloid din and a haze of misconceptions on the
heels of The Da Vinci Code media-machine, The Matrix trilogy behemoth, the weed-like growth



of Gnostic-themed churches and their magnetic clergy, and the earthquake release of the
Gospel of Judas. Within a few months, I recorded and edited the interviews, garnished each with
edgy yet sophisticated introductions in order to attract a younger audience, and conjured the
politically incorrect name of Coffee, Cigarettes & Gnosis. The episodes were slowly herded to
Freethought Media, becoming part of their regular and eternal rotation. Before iTune podcasts
and YouTube seminars had become viral, a complete audio resource on Gnosticism would be
available for the first time in the solar systems of cyberspace.I never knew how wrong I was.The
Gnostics weren’t done speaking. They had so much more to say. After each introductory topic
was completed, overlooked inflections of this misunderstood apostasy demanded to be heard.
Their vocalizations rose like a choir, almost in unison, loudly proclaiming their essential role in
the very founding of Christianity, the formation of Jewish mysticism including the Kabbalah, and
the infrastructure of a large amount of occult, philosophical and even political schools of western
civilization. Gnostic theology, history and its very culture was a harmony as intricate and layered
as that of the major religions whose thunderous vociferations had silenced them almost for
good. Like the rest of the world, I had missed a vast amount of their keynotes, all because of
centuries of mainstream Christian polemics, quixotic legendry, synthetic lineages, and secret
society propaganda. But the Gospel of Judas, along with the progressively deciphered Nag
Hammadi library and other apocrypha, revealed a far different opus from the edited librettos of
orthodox churches or esoteric folklore.Thus, I continued producing episodes of Coffee,
Cigarettes & Gnosis to allow the Gnostics to intimately relate their rise and fall in the earthly
courts of the Abrahamic god and his new dispensation. Surely the archetypal iconoclasts—as
they were known throughout history by scores of heresy hunters—would fall silent after they had
divulged who they truly were, what they believed in, and what exactly was their robust legacy.
But their descant continued, episode after episode, week after week, the first eight a distant
accomplishment. Freethought Media collapsed, and I migrated the show to my own website I
called thegodabovegod.com, an obvious allusion to the alien deity the classic Gnostics
attempted to understand in their secret lodges. As the program grew in reputation and audience,
Coffee, Cigarettes & Gnosis metamorphosed into Aeon Byte, a name representing everlasting,
idealistic truths lodged into the nebulous and ephemeral Information Age. I truly believed then as
I do now that the ethos of Gnosticism could be crystallized into a modern context that could offer
viable spiritual or intellectual possibilities for those interested in alternative theologies.And the
Gnostics must have approved because they continued to speak.I would like to believe that this
was also a venture of serendipity and providence, even embracing a romantic notion that the
Gnostics were channeling a formerly small podcast to forever embed their encompassing odes
in what was becoming the most popular medium on Earth. After all, reputed scholars and
experts were readily available from their abrading schedules to share what the Gnostics had
relayed to them after years of tireless research. They were always eager to bestow their analysis
concerning the latest shifts in scholarship or breakthroughs in textual analysis as I was to record
it, even to return again when they had discovered overlooked data that altered prior conclusions.



We all wanted the same thing, including the audience, and that was to hear the entire sonata of
the Gnostic symphony.What everyone could agree on for certain, even those who subscribed to
conservative doctrines, was that the Gnostics never possessed a unified or monolithic theology.
They had an underlying structure of themes, but these were just a bedrock to build cities of
theosophical inquiry without much legalistic zoning. Even divorced of all sensationalism, there is
hitherto enough mystery surrounding the Gnostics that one may wonder if these lords of
mythopoeia really wanted their audience to know their exact origins and creeds. Was Gnosticism
a Platonic pre-Christian cult or a later Neoplatonic Christian sacrilege? Did they really rebel
against a cosmos they disdained, or were they merely detached curates with a penchant for
poetic exegesis? Was Gnosticism an independent faith or really a mystic cabal that attached
itself to the underbelly of the immediate dominant religiosity? Did the Gnostics truly have core
tenets or did they just re-interpret Holy Scripture as a form of coping skill in a vastly shrunken,
post-Alexander the Great world? Was the centerpiece of their existence the unique experience
of Gnosis, that intimate knowledge of the otherworldly, or were they simply blending faith, reason
and apocalypse into varying anthems to inspire their sophisticated congregations?Sometimes it
seemed the Gnostics contradicted each other and boasted little loyalty for dogmatic allegiances.
But there was indeed, as mentioned before, a precise cadence and an entire thematic worldview
that separated them from the other religious affiliations of the Roman Empire and beyond. There
was a core and a framework to Gnosticism. There was a solid mellifluence with a dualistic theme
of existentialist despair yet ultimate, ecstatic liberation.This book offers the clearest sound on
who the Gnostics were and what they have been trying to tell us for almost 2000 years.The
reader will encounter the academic sapience of some of the finest scholars in the field, many of
them directly involved in the translation and publication of the Nag Hammadi library. All of them
have dedicated a plurality of their lives interpreting the frequently hysterical minds of church
historians and heresiologists. These academics have the finest-tuned ear when it comes to
absorbing and connecting the fragmented stanzas of the Gnostics who were seemingly muted
after the matrimony of Christendom and the Roman state. These brilliant individuals will
accurately present to the reader the possible and pulsar origins of Gnosticism across the
ancient Levant. The reader will also gain a front seat to spectate the ascension of the mercurial
Gnostic sectarians—the Sethians, the Valentinians, the Manichaeans, the Mandaeans, and
others—as well as the incendiary theologies that threatened to wrench the very cornerstones of
an emerging Orthodox Church that would later cast a dominating, somber shadow over western
civilization.These scholars, gripped with the same ambition and enthusiasm I had in my project
but with far more erudition, will speak to the reader not with just arid lectures on the Gnostics
and the Greco-Roman matrix they sprouted from, but in the arena of conversation and dialectics
that fully engage mind and imagination. They will reveal dynamic revelations that seemed to
come to them on the spot, risky but sound theories they had not made fully aware to the public,
and often humorous or solemn reflections about the nature of their difficult avocations. As the
Gnostics disseminated through them, I could almost picture my guests walking the same



dangerous paths as these disenfranchised mystics millennia ago across sundry landscapes
where they were equally rejected by Christian, Jew, and even Pagan.But even this book will still
not reveal Gnosticism’s full elegance and elegy, since the sands of Gnostic studies are as
shifting as the Egyptian sands that gifted the world with so many Gnostic writings. The Gnostics
are only recently intoning with reliable salience throughout the Nag Hammadi library (already
decades old in its publication), the Gospel of Judas, and even older texts like the Gospel of Mary
or the Book of Jeu. And again, perhaps the Gnostics only want to be understood, appreciated,
or accepted to a certain extent. After all, one of their vital messages is that it is sometimes
necessary for individuals to write their own gospels and live their own myths, as they were wont
to do.Regardless, this book and Aeon Byte itself owes it all to the kindness, patience, and
receptiveness of each guest. Whether these patrons were baronial savants, worldwide
authorities, or best-selling professors who had ignited the interest of the general public, they
were extremely down to earth, humble, animated, and at times willing to disclose their own
deepest instincts not shared in classrooms or manuscripts. Our interviews were on occasion
analogous to two friends having a hard-earned drink at the end of the day, engaging in
passionate discourse and then being overwhelmed by some melody breaking through the
crowd. And both of them feeling they were hearing something important, timeless and ultimately
didactic. Just as April DeConick could jest about the romantic practices of the allegedly spartan
Gnostics, Bart Ehrman could use self-deprecating humor about his status as a celebrity (while
off the air admitting he was more interested in getting back to the monastic life of research). Just
as Jane Schaberg could bemoan how modern culture had corrupted Mary Magdalene as keenly
as traditional Christianity, she could too sense the seminal essence of Mary Magdalene
radiating throughout contemporary art, even, of all places, in The Passion of the Christ.For all of
this I could never be grateful enough. These gentle intellectuals took time from their demanding
profession and took a pilgrimage to Aeon Byte in order to leave something valuable and lucid in
the information pandemonium that is the Internet. All the academics interviewed in this book will
never be fully appreciated by a civilization of spiritual materialism and lack of endurance for long
journeys into the hazardous mines of religious truths.In a sense, though, the scholars you will
read have made a difference. Their ideas have expanded the perception of early Christianity and
Judaism into dimensions never dreamt of before. Their advancements have not only aided in the
boosting of alternative Christian churches, they have also softened many conservative Christian
denominations. Their intense scrutiny of the popular Gospel of Thomas has made it palatable
and acceptable to some Mormon Churches, liberal Roman Catholic groups, and even rebellious
Baptist satellites. The same can be said about the Gospel of Mary, Thunder: Perfect Mind, the
Secret Book of John and other Gnostic scriptures that have as well found a home in heterodox
Jewish organizations and neo-pagan sects. In addition, my guests’ insights have uncovered a
transcendental, universal flavor to the Gospel of John and the Pauline corpus that resounds with
many ecumenical Eastern faiths.I am just as devoted as I was over four years ago with my eight
episodes, hopefully as devoted as all my guests, and will continue until there is a silence I have a



feeling will never truly arrive. In the meantime, we continue with the same goal while the Gnostic
choir continues to rise:And that is to not only give the ancient heretics a voice, but to make sure
that we listen to them in the sharpest possible way and effusively appreciate their amazing
compositions.These are the voices of Gnosticism. He who has ears to hear, let him hear.Stevan
DaviesStevan Davies is the author of The Secret Book of John: Annotated and Explained, The
Gospel of Thomas and Christian Wisdom, and The Gospel of Thomas: Annotated & Explained,
as well as Professor of Religious Studies, Misericordia College, Pennsylvania.It would be close
to a fool’s errand to try to find a better authority on the Gospel of Thomas than Stevan Davies.
His explorations into the “Fifth Gospel”, as it is commonly referred to, has vastly expanded its
theological understanding and interest to both academia and mainstream society. Furthermore,
The Secret Book of John: Annotated and Explained is arguable the best primer to what many
have called the complete Gnostic gospel.Thus, it was certainly serendipity when Davies agreed
to be part of the first eight episodes meant to be a plenary, audio introduction to Gnosticism.
There was miscommunication on our scheduling, the phone connection decided to regress to
cold war standards, and the equipment was plagued by poltergeists. But we forged ahead into
what would be a very stimulating and comprehensive conversation. Not only was Gnosticism
proper a daring venture back when the program was called Coffee, Cigarettes & Gnosis, but so
was technology. And it still can be today in the quicksand of an ever-changing Information
Age.Besides getting our feet wet with the theology and history of the Gospel of Thomas and the
Secret Book of John, we contrasted the two idiosyncratic communities behind their conceptions.
As an added luxury, Davies discussed the Gospel of Judas, the similarities between Gnosticism
and eastern philosophies, and many of his galvanizing insights into embryonic Christianity. I
could almost hear above the faulty technology Davies’ mind grinding out new conclusions as we
took a probing tour into early Christendom when it was so full of potential and so lacking in
uniformity. And I think he surprised himself at some of his deductions, but not me because I had
studied his gallant material.Ironically, Davies does not believe the Gospel of Thomas was
Gnostic, but Christian mystic literature, perhaps Egyptian. This view is held by many scholars
and disputed by others. Davies also considers that some Gnostic factions were pre-Christian,
like the authors of the kernel Secret Book of John, and that the Gospel of Thomas might be the
earliest of all Christian texts. These issues only augment the mystery of the Gnostic tradition and
its satellite schools that flourished in the Greco/Roman World in the first and second centuries.
And the following guests would take their diverging stances and make just as cogent
arguments.Just in my third interview I was realizing that agreement on Gnosticism in academia
was far from unanimous. Davies also taught me that one didn’t just have to read between the
lines but actually underneath them, deep in layers of history and anthropology and sociology.
Gnosticism wasn’t just a religion, but a penetrating movement of lush philosophies and
enterprising concepts. Considering the impact the Gospel of Judas was having after just being
published, the continuing tsunami of Dan Brown’s The Da Vinci Code, and the keen
observations of Professor Davies, I knew this was as true in their heretical heyday as it is true in



our modern times.Stevan Davies was interviewed on May 28, 2006.MC: The question I’ve been
asking my previous guests, because there’s a lot of lay people who will be listening in, is: could
you give a brief definition of Gnosticism?SD: I think that Gnosticism is about discovering the way
that God has turned into you, and then realizing that if you can describe how it is that God turned
into you, you can reverse the process. I think that’s what it is about.MC: That’s a really good
answer.SD: Yes, that’s actually in the Secret Book of John, and I discuss it in my Skylight Paths
book The Secret Book of John Annotated and Explained. When you understand how the
problem arose, of the spirit being trapped in the human body in the world, then you can reverse
the process. That seems to be the reason why they’re so obsessed with creation mythologies.
It’s not for its own sake, speculating about how the world came into being, it’s the idea that you
would want to reverse the process and send the world back into God where it came from.MC:
So, salvation is basically finding the knowledge to get back to God?SD: I think that’s true. It has
been said that the knowledge of Gnosis relates to the theory that your spirit is really a divine
spirit. But it’s more than that, it’s not just realizing that this is the case, it’s knowing how that came
to be the case that they seem most interested in.MC: And you think that’s what the Gnostics
decided? Do you think that they had secret information about the book of Genesis, or do you
think they just decided they were going to take it and read it in a radical way?SD: I don’t think
they had any secret information. Religions love to claim secrets. If you look at books in the New
Age section of your local bookstore, half of them have secrets and mysteries in the title, just as a
lot of the Gnostic stuff has secrets and mysteries in the title. Even in the canonical gospels Jesus
is talking about the mysteries of the kingdom of God, and on the TV channels, like the Discovery
Channel, everything’s the secret of this, the mystery of that. So I think that the idea of secret
knowledge was as appealing then as it is now. But I don’t think it was really so secret, I think that
they publicised their beliefs. They certainly wrote obsessively about them. They put out an awful
lot of different pieces of literature.MC: But isn’t there the rule that cannot be broken in Judaism
that you cannot change the Torah? Do you see the Secret Book of John as a midrash?SD: What
I think is that whoever put the Secret Book of John—which is also called the Apocryphon of John
—together believed in the mythology of the Jews and believed that the structure that you find in
the Genesis story was correct. They believed in the Genesis story, but they looked on Moses as
an interpreter of the story not as its author. The funny thing is they’re not looking at Genesis as
the book of Moses, and therefore somehow Moses must be the infallible interpreter, but rather
they accept the general pattern of the Genesis story and think that Moses misunderstood it. The
story is right, but Moses’ interpretation is wrong. In the Secret Book of John it says, more than
once: “not as Moses said but….” So it’s giving you a different view of the circumstances than
Moses gave, but it’s a different view of the same underlying story.MC: But in your book you say
that the Secret Book of John was first a Jewish work, and it was later Christianized.SD: Yes, well
there is a debate as to whether you could say it was Jewish, or was it anti-Jewish. I think that the
only people in the world who really had a serious concern for the Jewish Torah were the Jewish
people. So I don’t envision a bunch of pagan people, or any non-Jewish people, suddenly



getting obsessed with revising the Jewish scriptures. I think Jewish people worked with the
Jewish scriptures.If you take a book like the Secret Book of John, it’s clear that the basic
structure and story doesn’t have anything to do with the Christian story. But there’s a frame at the
beginning of the book putting it in a context of Jesus talking to John, and then the conclusion of
the book returns to that frame and concludes with Jesus talking to John. And that makes it a
thing relevant to Christianity, but the basic book isn’t really Christian at all.MC: Yes, that is true. In
fact, something you pointed out which was amazing, is the name of the Pharisee whom John
meets at the beginning of the book sounds very much like Ahriman.SD: Yes, Ahriman is Persian,
the Zoroastrian god representing evil. I believe that if you look at the Letter of James in the New
Testament, the Letter of James is a pretty interesting piece of writing. It’s entirely a Jewish
sermon about doing good, helping others, advocating very reasonable morals. I think that there’s
nothing specifically Christian about that either. If we look at two opening sentences, the first
sentence of it and the first sentence of what is now chapter two of the Letter of James, I think
that’s another example of a piece of Jewish writing that was Christianized by adding a framework
around it. Two sentences were added with the words Jesus Christ in them, and now you have a
Christian document. But the contents of it would not originally have been written by a Christian
person. It was probably written by rabbi at roughly the time of Jesus.MC: Why do you think the
church would have been attracted to such a Jewish piece of work?SD: There’s nothing uniquely
Jewish or Christian about it. I mean, the specific Christian vocabulary is showing up in just two
places. The ideas would be acceptable to both religions. The Secret Book of John seems to be
something that was in existence before Christianity. There’s an issue as to whether it’s
chronologically prior to Christianity or ideologically prior. In other words, it’s pretty clear that the
basic Gnostic myth existed, and then the Christians took it and adapted it to Christianity, and
there you do have a chronological sequence. But whether the basic Gnostic myth existed before
Christianity existed is a different question. And that’s where the debate is. There is no conclusive
evidence that there was Gnosticism before there was Christianity, but to some degree common
sense leads one to suspect that there was.MC: And what would be the dating of the Secret Book
of John? I know in your book you mention that it was probably a Jewish Gnostic work written
towards the end of the first century and then later Christianized. When did this happen?SD: The
Christianisation of it, when this framework was added to it—and a few other Christian elements
pop up in the middle of it, added by scribes—maybe that’s happening towards 130, 140, early
second century. But this is all just speculation. If somebody digs up a copy of it in Greek with a
date of 50 b.c.e., I wouldn’t be surprised. Right now there’s no evidence to support that early a
date, though.MC: Isn’t the first time we hear about the Secret Book of John through Bishop
Irenaeus around 180 c.e., which is basically the first time we hear about the canonical gospels
and the Gospel of Judas?SD: That’s something I was looking into. It’s not as clear as people say
it is that the Gospel of Judas was mentioned by Irenaeus. In other words, if you’ve got a Gospel
of Judas manuscript, and Irenaeus mentions the Gospel of Judas, you naturally think, well, A
equals A. But not so fast. The way he describes the Gospel of Judas doesn’t really look like the



contents of our Gospel of Judas manuscript. I suspect that there was more than one document
called the Gospel of Judas. Maybe Irenaeus is talking about something else. I suspect the
Gospel of Judas, the one we have, may have been written around the end of the second century
sometime. So it doesn’t really make a lot of difference if Irenaeus mentioned it, but I suspect that
Irenaeus is referring to some other text with the same title.MC: You are obviously well known for
your expertise on the Gospel of Thomas, shown by your book the Gospel of Thomas and
Christian Wisdom. What would you say is the dating for the Gospel of Thomas?SD: Non-
affiliated Christians like myself, who are people not affiliated with any Christian church
particularly, tend to date it a bit earlier, somewhere between 70, even 60, which is where I would
put it, and 90 c.e. Late-middle or end of the first century. The people who are more evangelical,
more Biblically oriented, more church-based tend to be trying to date it towards, say, 130, 140
c.e. So the dating becomes a bit of an ideological struggle. Evangelical Christian scholars seem
to be very threatened by the idea that any Jesus traditions could be in existence that are not in
the Bible. The Bible should be everything we have. An effort is made to say that the only
information about Jesus in Thomas worth anything, is what Thomas took out of the Bible, and
therefore Thomas is irrelevant for new knowledge of Jesus. Others, including myself, think
Thomas has a pretty decent claim to be about as authoritative for Jesus’ historical teachings as
the biblical books are. Some of what is in Thomas’ gospel is independent, true and authentic
Jesus material, some of it isn’t, and it needs to be sorted out. I would say it is wrong to say that
Thomas is dependent on the New Testament, and therefore without significant value.MC: Would
you consider the Gospel of Thomas some sort of Gnostic gospel, or some sort of Q document,
or Q gospel?SD: I don’t think it’s a Gnostic work, in the sense in which we have talked about it in
this conversation, with the descent of God into this world, God being trapped in this world and
having to return out of this world, with a definite negative valuation on this world. Thomas doesn’t
have anything like that. In fact, Thomas contradicts that. Thomas talks about the presence of the
kingdom of God in the world, that the kingdom is here, the kingdom is now, the kingdom is within
you. There’s none of the Gnostic opposition to the world and no concern with cosmology and the
mythological origins of it. So, frankly, I don’t think it’s Gnostic.MC: That is true, but at the same
time, the Secret Book of John, what I like about it is that you put a very positive view on it,
because you show us that there is a plan set in place and everything’s okay throughout the
whole mythology of the flood and the creation of Adam, so if you look at the Secret Book of John
there is that kind of reassurance.SD: There is a rescue effort going on, as if someone has fallen
overboard into the sea and has to be dragged out. That’s what has happened to the spirit of
God, it has fallen into this world and has to be dragged out. In Sethian Gnosticism it’s somewhat
questionable as to whether this world exists at all. If the world exists through a mistake on the
part of God, in other words, that Sophia the wisdom of God has made a cognitive error that
brought the world into being, then as soon as we realize the erroneous nature of the world, it
vanishes. This is stated very nicely in the Gospel of Truth. Once you realize the truth, the error
just disappears, and the physical world is an error. As soon as you realize the truth, puff! the



world is gone. Which relates to some degree to the Advaita philosophy of Hinduism, where the
world is an illusion.MC: So if the Gospel of Thomas isn’t Gnostic in the same way that the Secret
Book of John is, what is it really about? Is it another kingdom of God sect? Or where did they get
their ideas from exactly?SD: From the first couple of chapters of Genesis. The first chapter is the
seven days chapter and God says everything is good, and everything’s just wonderful, and then
God rests. No problems. Chapter two begins a different creation story, from a different tradition,
one that contains the fall. Adam’s been driven out of the garden and Eve’s been driven out of the
garden. So you have two creation stories. That can raise the question: whatever happened to the
first creation? This is a good legitimate Jewish mythological question. If you have man made in
the image of God, and then in chapter two man is made of the earth and then falls into sin, what
happened to the image of God? It didn’t just cease to exist. Well, I think that the Thomas people,
the Thomas Christians, were saying that the first creation, the perfect creation, continues to exist
forever, and that’s the kingdom of God, and people don’t know it’s here. So the goal of secret
knowledge in Thomas, so to speak, is to uncover the presence of the kingdom of God in the
world, which has been hidden there in the beginning. And it’s still there.MC: So, it’s possible that
the first chapter of Genesis might have been handed down orally or brought down from another
kingdom other than Judaea?SD: We are taught from birth practically, and in Sunday school—
well Christians are anyway—that Jesus is Jewish and that Jesus is Galilean. But Jewish comes
from the word for Judaea, and Judaea is a different country to Galilee. So the simple idea of
Jesus as Judean: no, he’s not Judean, he’s from Galilee. And Galilee borders on Syria to the
north, which is a rather different culture. So I suspect that Jesus is influenced by a Syrian culture
in the north as well as Judean culture, and that the Thomas traditions may be coming in more on
the Syrian wavelength than the Judean wavelength.MC: And can you tell us more about this
Galilean/Syrian world view or religion?SD: People are made in the image of God from the
beginning and recapture that image state. It’s much less focused on fall and sin and the need for
retribution and so forth. It is much more focused on the idea of human beings divinized. I believe,
mainly based on intuition, that the Odes of Solomon represent a Syrian religious ideology that
existed before Jesus himself, a pre-Christian sort of Christianity that may have influenced
Paul.The question that divides the Thomas ideology from the Secret Book of John ideology is
about the nature of the world. Is the world a cosmic mistake filled with demons, which is the
Secret Book of John notion, or is the world the good place of the first seven days of creation,
which is the Gospel of Thomas notion. And those are pretty different views, but they seem to
share the idea of human beings being apparently divine.MC: The Syrian and, obviously, the
Gnostic ideology, they sound very eastern, very Hindu. Do you think that both of these schools
of thought were influenced by the east?SD: Well, we have a chronological problem. The Gnostic
ideas that do seem similar to Advaita Vedanta Hinduism, or to some forms of Mahayana
Buddhism, they’re earlier chronologically than those eastern movements. So if there was an
influence, chronologically speaking it would have to be from the Gnostics onto the Hindus and
Buddhists, rather than vice versa.MC: Wow! I guess we are so conditioned here to assume that



the east has always influenced the west, or that it is a far older tradition. But now that I think
about it, Mahayana Buddhism didn’t start until the end of the first century, and after Alexander
the Great conquered the world, there was certainly evidence of the world shrunk and became a
sort of Internet. There’s lots of evidence, isn’t there?SD: There’s lots of Roman coins found in
Southern India. And there are reports of Brahmin teachers teaching in Egypt—they are called
the naked philosophers and they’re from India. There really was a fair amount of contact.MC:
Wow, this is certainly something to look into more. What would you say are some of the Gnostic
imprints on the canonical Bible we know today?SD: Jesus says, “Do not look here, do not look
there, for the Kingdom of Heaven is within you.” Now that’s a very Gospel of Thomas idea. But
there’s not much else. It seems to be pretty clearly separated, because the basic ideologies of
the canonical gospel writers were not Gnostic, so they wouldn’t have Gnostic materials.MC: But
wasn’t the Gospel of John originally a Gnostic work, or did they just revere it before orthodox
Christianity got a hold of it?SD: That was their favorite one. Christianity today makes a big point
of saying, “Look, in the Gospel of John it says that the word was made flesh.” It emphasises that
word “flesh” as evidence of a sort of anti-Gnosticism, but the Gospel of Thomas also uses the
word “flesh” saying Jesus came in the flesh. For the most part, though, in the Gospel of John,
Jesus repeatedly says that “I am not of this world. You are of this world, but I am not of this world.
I have come into this world.” So the Gnostics found that kind of motif very congenial to their own
ideas.MC: Shifting forward in the Bible, or actually shifting backwards chronologically, could you
say, or would you say, that Paul could be considered a Gnostic, or proto-Gnostic if you will, and if
not, what were his influences on Christianity as we know it?SD: He essentially created it. He
certainly wrote the letters that became the basis of Christian theology. But I don’t really see
much Gnosticism in there, and to say that he’s opposed to Gnosticism, I don’t see it, I never
have seen it. Some people say that in Corinthians he’s arguing against Gnosticism. I really don’t
see that.MC: Is it fair to say if there is an argument for saying that Paul might have begun a sort
of Jewish mystery religion?SD: I think so. One of those things that I’m not sure what to make of,
is that while we tend to think of Jesus as a Jewish teacher of moral principles and so forth,
somehow very early on Christianity turned into this mystery religion worshipping a God who has
come down from heaven named Jesus Christ, who was sacrificed for sins, and thereafter all of
these humble teachings are no longer essentially important.People as a rule like to say that Paul
invented this new form of Christianity. Well, that’s fine so far, but Paul doesn’t think he’s inventing
anything, he thinks he’s joining a movement, and he gives a little biography at the beginning of
Galatians where he says, you know, “I used to persecute these churches, these churches in
Judaea, the churches of God in Judaea,” but then he had his conversion experience going to
Damascus, and suddenly he’s joining the same churches as he had persecuted. And it struck
me that we have scholars in our time saying, “Paul invented this,” and “Paul invented that,” and
he’s saying that he didn’t invent anything.Paul thinks that there was an existing movement, and
he joined it. And the movement is a movement containing churches up and down Judaea all the
way down to Damascus. And this Christian movement is in existence within two or three years



after Jesus dies, which is when Paul was doing his persecuting. So this is all just a puzzle.
Where did the network of churches come from? It seems that Jesus left behind a much more
organized network of churches than he’s usually given credit for. And this is the movement that
Paul says he’s joining. It could be that the view of the cosmic Christ that Paul has isn’t Paul’s
invention but existed before Paul.MC: So, if you think that Paul wasn’t Gnostic why do you think
that his epistles are so attractive to the arguably Gnostic and heretical Marcion?SD: Marcion
identifies the secondary and inferior God as Yaldabaoth, identifies him with the God of the Jews,
the Old Testament God, and so the God of the Jews is seen to be oppressing people, destroying
the world through floods and so forth, and creating a law that oppresses people. I think that
when Marcion is reading Paul, he sees that Paul is opposed to the Jewish law and the idea of
God as a law giver, trying to confine humanity to these legal principles, and Marcion and Paul
seem to agree that this is wrong. So I suspect that in that sense Marcion saw Paul as an ally.
Paul’s opposition to the Jewish law correlated in Marcion’s mind to Marcion’s opposition to the
Jewish God. Paul wouldn’t have agreed with that for a minute. Marcion was completely in
opposition to the Jewish God himself. Paul wouldn’t have gone along with that.MC: We touched
on the Gospel of Judas earlier in the interview. Have you had a chance to read it and, if you
have, what are your thoughts on this new gospel?SD: I think it’s an interesting document. It’s got
some very interesting points. It’s got two places where Jesus is interpreting a vision of his
followers. In one place the disciples seem to have a vision. They say, “Master, we have seen you
in a vision, we had great dreams.” And then Jesus interprets the vision of the disciples basically
as them being slayers of children, they are people of pollution and lawlessness and error, and so
forth, a violent anti-disciple attack in the process of interpreting their vision. Judas has a vision,
and then Jesus interprets Judas’ vision very favorably to Judas. This literary motif of Jesus
interpreting visions I don’t remember seeing before. It may be familiar somewhere but I don’t
think so. That’s certainly rare, Jesus interpreting visions. I found that pretty interesting. In the
middle of the Gospel of Judas is a summary of the Secret Book of John, which I thought was
kind of neat. If you have a copy—you can get a copy off the Internet—from page 47 down to
page 53 is nothing but a summary of the Secret Book of John, or at least the same ideas. It’s a
summary of the basic ideas and ideology of the Secret Book of John.MC: So it’s more than safe
to say that the Gospel of Judas is a Gnostic text, that it could have easily belonged in the Nag
Hammadi library?SD: No doubt about it, it’s a Gnostic text. And somebody has suggested that
maybe this literally was in the Nag Hammadi collection, and when the collection was sold, this
book got separated from the others. But even if that’s not true, it’s certainly very much the same
sort of thing. And like those other books, it frankly doesn’t give us much historical information. I
mean, we don’t really learn about the first century Jesus and Judas, which, we’d like to know
more about.MC: And why do you think the Gospel of Judas had so much attention from the
press and the general public?SD: It’s the title. The title and the idea of the great villain being a
hero. When I read the Gospel of Mark, it seemed to me that Mark could just as well have made
Judas the hero of his gospel. The reason is that, if Jesus’ purpose is to come to earth to suffer



and die and rise again—which Mark’s gospel says is the most important thing about Jesus,
that’s Mark’s whole main point—then Judas has made it possible for him to suffer and die and
rise again. And you could easily put a positive twist on it, writing that the other disciples didn’t
understand that Jesus needed to die. Judas would then be the only one who saw the truth! Now
Mark doesn’t do that, but he sure could have if he wanted to twist his narrative a little. If you have
a vision of Jesus as being delivered up and suffering, tried and convicted, which is what Mark
says is the most important thing about him, then you’ve got a problem in thinking that Judas is
doing the wrong thing by facilitating that. Why is it wrong to help Jesus fulfill his mission? When
the Gospel of Judas comes up and seems to imply that Judas was helping Jesus shed his
physical form and return to heaven, Judas being a hero is not as crazy as it first sounds like.MC:
We’ve discussed how it’s possible that Gnosticism influenced the eastern cultures, not vice
versa. Do you see any Gnostic influences in western history after its early days?SD: There is a
religion called Manichaeism which seems to me to be kind of Christian Gnosticism mixed with
Zoroastrianism. It’s a religion that separates evil matter from good spirit. And that kind of thing
shows up in the Cathar movement in the European Middle Ages. But I don’t really think that
Gnosticism is about evil matter and good spirit so much as Gnosticism is about this mythology of
the descent of God into our human forms. I don’t see that anywhere in the last 1,000 years or so.
I think it may be coming back to life in the 21st century. People are finding Gnosticism a very
interesting and challenging way of looking at things. But I don’t know if it was around, say, in the
1700s and 1800s. I’m not sure that anybody was thinking about this religion then. Nowadays
more and more people seem to be interested. So this may be a resurgence of Gnosticism.MC:
I’ve asked my other guests, do you see Gnosticism as a fad or as a movement that maybe this
time around will have enough power to stick?SD: When I went to graduate school practically
nobody had ever heard of it. Then ten years later, most educated people had heard of it. Then
gradually, as time goes on, more and more people find it interesting. But it doesn’t have the fad
nature of being explosively interesting. It seems to be growing at a steady rate. I think that’s a
healthy sign for Gnosticism. As time goes on, more and more people find it interesting, more and
more people buy books about it, read about it, learn about it. It doesn’t look like a fad to me.MC:
One of the reasons that I became interested in Gnosticism is that, for example, in my early days
when I was looking for a spiritual alternative I tried all these esoteric schools of thought,
Buddhism, New Age, Hinduism, but I found that Gnosticism was a better fit because it was able
to lodge itself into my western way of thinking. Other religions are very alien to somebody from
the west.SD: With Gnosticism you are dealing with familiar names, you’re dealing with the
disciples, you’re dealing with Jesus and John and Judas, Mary Magdalene. The idea of the
cross and the idea of heresy, the idea of the temple, you know all this stuff, you learn all this stuff
from childhood. Now, the Gnostics’ interpretation of it of course is radically different. But you feel
at home with the basic elements of it. If you try to learn a different religion—Tibetan Buddhism,
for example, or if you go into Zen Buddhism seriously—it’s awfully difficult to catch up to where a
native-born twelve year old would be. A twelve-year-old Tibetan Buddhist probably knows more



about their own religion than most Western scholars do, whereas with Judaism or Christianity,
you’ve already got the basics.Now, you may wish to reinterpret the basics in a very different way,
but that’s going to be a lot more convenient and familiar to you than trying to understand
something else altogether foreign. Absolutely. Here we have a tradition in American Christianity
of accepting all these different denominations. There’s the Jehovah’s Witnesses and the
Mormons and the Presbyterians and the Catholics and the Orthodox and the Gnostics, which
are radically different, but nevertheless are part of Christianity. So if you say, what kind of religion
are you? I’m a Gnostic Christian. That’s a different social way of being than to ask, what kind of
religion are you? I’ve converted to Kashmir Shivite Hinduism. Then you’re just radically different
from your peers. But if you say I am a Gnostic Christian, while you’re different, but you’re not so
radically different. So I think that’s in Gnosticism’s favor as a sustainable religion in our
culture.MC: Well, I somehow doubt that evangelical Christians or fundamentalist Christians will
ever accept Gnosticism. But what is interesting, going on to the Catholic Church, is I remember
reading an essay which was actually a review of the movie Stigmata, which loosely deals with
the Gospel of Thomas. You can find this on Stevan Davies’ website. In this essay you actually
said that the Catholic Church doesn’t have a stance on the Gospel of Thomas. Does this still
hold true?
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Velile, “Fascinating, instructive, captivating, entertaining. This is a series of radio interviews with
academics broadly around the subject of Gnosticism. Most of those interviewed are incredibly
erudite and knowledgeable about their subjects. Quite a few are original translators of the Nag
Hammadi texts, so know them intimately. Miguel, the interviewer, is an intelligent and very well
informed host. His questions are incisive and bring out the best in his guests. Most of them had
just written a book, which is why they were probably doing the rounds in the first place. It must
have been a pleasant surprise to be challenged to dig deep and come up with their best goods.
They did that in spades (with the exception of Elaine Pagels, who was a dud. Having read her
sloppy Gospel of Judas book since, I now see why). Whether talking about Valentinianism,
Manichaeism or Sethianism or about whether such a thing as Gnosticism existed at all, the
interviews give great understanding of the people and texts, but especially of the times
themselves. It is so difficult to put aside the mores of the present and view the period 2C BCE -
3C CE through the eyes of those living then. The scholars interviewed speak with an easy
familiarity about the times themselves so that one is able to comprehend how and why various
strands of Christianity came about, waxed and waned or were rooted out.I highly recommend
this book both for its entertainment and its informational value.”

Aaman L, “The academic icons of modern Gnosticism. This book is an excellent collection of
interviews with the academic luminaries of modern Gnostic scholarship, from Marvin Meyer to
Elaine Pagels to Karen King to April DeConick, in discussion with Miguel Conner,. The
conversations are wide-ranging and illustrate the diversity of opinion as well as the depth of
scholarship in the field.Many interviews serve as a counterpoint for each other, and are a good
starting point to read the texts referenced and the books by the interviewees.”

Lance S. Owens, “A fun, easy, and informative reading - Excellent!. This is a wonderful and very
readable collection of interviews with thirteen leading scholars in Gnostic studies - including
Elaine Pagels, Marvin Meyer, Karen King, April DeConick and other internationally recognized
authorities on Gnostic tradition. For several years, Miguel Conner has engaged the most
prominent writers and scholars on Gnosticism and early Christianity on his AeonByte Gnostic
Radio show, a weekly internet audio podcast. The interviews published here represent some of
the best of his many broad-ranging conversations.If you have ever thought it might be interesting
to sit down for an informal converstation with "the people who write these books on Gnosticism"
-- the books you will find widely referenced and recommended on The Gnosis Archive
(gnosis.org) -- then you will very much enjoy this book. While the interviews are animated by the
personal commitment each of these scholars feels for Gnostic tradition, they also reveal the
wide range of perspectives that now focus on Gnostic studies. These interviews provide one of
the best ways to get to know ancient Gnosticism, as seen through the eyes of its best informed



modern students. This is fun, easy, and informative reading.”

David Q. Tague, “An Excellent Collection!. When it comes to 21st Century Authentic Gnostic
Pioneers, Author Miguel Conner unquestionably defines the genre.Creator/Podcast host of
Aeon Byte, an informative and heretical internet radio hour, Mr. Conner never fails to interview
the most interesting and Contemporary Experts/Scholars within the fields of Gnosticism,
Christianity, The Occult, Conspiracy Theories, and Alternative History.And Voices of Gnosticism
(©2011 Bardic Press) will certainly cement his legacy as a viable/valuable promulgator of
Salvific Information in our day and age, when we desperately need such.--- --- ---Consisting of
interviews with 13 world-renowned scholars of Gnosticism, Christianity, and Classical Religious
Studies, Voices of Gnosticism proves to be The Ultimate Introductory Seminar for New Gnostics,
Curious Christians, and even Academic Religious Researchers!Miguel Conner conducts his
interviews with candor and wit, yet balancing out with piercing questions on Gnostic/Christians
issues that others in our time refuse to either acknowledge or discuss, for whatever reasons. His
guests are super-intelligent, interesting, and, are always truthful in their discussions.--- --- ---
Voices of Gnosticism resurrects the Library of Alexandria, re-introduces us to many Famous
Forerunners of Christianity and Gnosticism previously clouded (or misrepresented) in antiquity,
but, most importantly, leaves us (the audience) not only better educated than before reading this
collection, but, more hopeful about our Own Destinies, and, hungering to learn more…Take a
bow, Mr. Conner. An Excellent Work/Wonderful Accomplishment!Most Sincerely,David Q.
TagueAuthor of Inane Balderdash10 March 2019”

Linda Johnsen, “Enjoyable Introduction to Gnostic Issues. This is a very readable entry point to
contemporary issues in the study of Gnosticism. Thirteen top scholars are interviewed -- thanks
to this informal format we learn what these experts really think in their own uncensored words.
There's little agreement here, so be prepared to make up your own mind!Special attention is
offered to Mary Magdalene, the controversial Gospel of Judas, as well as to incredibly
fascinating sects of early Christianity that eventually all but disappeared from history. Thanks to
the discovery of ancient texts like those found at Nag Hammadi in Egypt, we have a whole new
perspective on the earliest generations of Jesus devotees. Voices of Gnosticism helps us lay
readers get a handle on who these people were and what they really believed.”

Russell J. Weston, “A fantastic, meaningful & enjoyable primer on gnosticism.. I have read a fair
number of books on "the gnosis" & gnosticism over the years & this is right up there with the
best. The source & content of this book is a series of interviews from Miguel Conner's
unsurpassed & delicious Aeon Byte Podcast.For me, the beauty of this book is that it gives you a
wonderful overview of the diversity & depth of thinking of current research, from 13 of the leading
voices of gnostic "academia". I put the word academia in inverted commas, because each
interview oozes passion, adventure, curiosity & an openness to the topic. When I first read "The



Power of Myth" - a series of interviews with the mythologist, Joseph Campbell - it called to
something inside of me that was deep & unspoken. This book resonates in a similar way & it
leaves me with a much greater appreciation of that wonderfully diverse group of spiritual/psychic
explorers called "the gnostics", as well as a richer understanding of how diverse, speculative &
fluid early Christianity was, before it became organized, militarized, homogenized &
literalized.For me, Miguel Conners' "Voices of Gnosticism" takes it's place alongside Pagels'
"The Gnostic Gospels", as a book that will ignite the hearts & minds of those interested in the
ancient gnostics, as well as an entry point to those new to these intrepid explorers.”

Susan Hall, “A clever device for attracting the attention of readers who might have over looked
this subject. I enjoyed the multiple perspectives of these highly acclaimed specialists. They were
obviously experts in their field but were also able to communicate with interested outsiders with
a lay interest.”

Andy K, “Start here. Very deep. Start your study of Gnosticism here.”

Marco Aurélio, “A great start. This is an excellent book to start your studies on Gnosticism (or the
Gnostics, if you wish). A must read.”

Mark Wright, “Excellent. Haven't finished reading yet but enjoying this book immensely. Found
out about it through listening to a podcast called "Aeon Byte Gnostic Radio" on iTunes, fantastic
show with a superb host "Miguel Conner".Thanks for all you do Miguel :) you have a gift in
getting through to us pneumatic's. Thoroughly recommend.”

The book by Miguel Conner has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 72 people have provided feedback.
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